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Dear Madam, 

I very much appreciate the opportunity to comment on Wokefield Park’s proposal to lengthen their licencing hours. 

  

I do urge the Licencing Committee to reject this application on the grounds of “prevention of public nuisance”. 

  

Whilst from Wokefield Park it may appear that they do not have neighbours who would be inconvenienced by noise, 

they do. They have neighbours who currently do suffer the effects of public nuisance from the site, this proposal would 

only serve to increase that nuisance still further and would be likely to lead to discord between the management at 

Wokefield and some of their neighbours. 

  

Interestingly, I met with Dave Langcake (Operations Manager at Wokefield Park) last week (1200hrs 19th July 2014) to 

discuss some neighbours ongoing issues around noise from events, he did not mention that the site was asking to 

increase their hours and the likelihood of an increase the public nuisance caused. 

  

  

Yours sincerely,  

   

  

Gavin Ferguson 

Kenmuir House 

Mortimer Lane 

Mortimer 

Reading, RG7 3AJ 
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